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2021 Kelp Monitoring Summary Report 

North Beach East Kelp Bed in Port Townsend, WA 

 

 

This report contains general information about the bull kelp monitoring project at the North 

Beach bull kelp bed in Port Townsend, WA. Data sheets are submitted electronically to NWSC 

via KoBoToolbox, copies of which are included at the end of this report along with some photos 

from the monitoring season. 

 

Project Lead: Betsy Carlson 

 

Subcommittee Members: Brenda Johnson, Solenne Walker, Bryan DeCaterina, Pam Petranek, 

Nam Siu, Brent Vadopalas, Heather Burns, Liz Hoenig Kanieski, Emily Bishop 

 

2021 Kelp Monitoring Season 

 

January 11 – The MRC Coordinator and five MRC members (Betsy, Solenne, Brenda, Bryan, 

Emily) met as a subcommittee to address training needs with the transition in Project 

Leads. Emily walked through planning for the season, using KoBoToolbox, and using the 

GPS unit and YSI instrument.  

January 21 – The MRC Coordinator and six MRC members (Emily, Solenne, Nam, Jeff, Brenda, 

Betsy) attended the NWSC kelp season review workshop. 

May 6 – Six kelp subcommittee members (Heather, Liz, Solenne, Bryan, Brenda, Betsy) and the 

MRC Coordinator attended the NWSC kelp season kickoff. 

June 22 – 1st survey of the season with 3 volunteers: Emily, Brenda, and Betsy, along with the 

MRC Coordinator. Volunteers found lots of young, healthy kelp – some reproductive. Saw 

no crabs, one small school of fish. There was dense kelp growth, thick with bulbs and 

blades, growing along the shoreline up to the beach. However, it was much patchier within 

the rest of the GPS-tracked kelp bed extending to the edge offshore. There was also patchy 

kelp growth extending east, beyond the bed’s endpoint. 

July 17 – At least 4 MRC members (Neil, Solenne, Nam, Betsy) participated in the Kelp 

Expedition at Chetzemoka Park. 

July 23 – 2nd survey of the season with 3 volunteers: Emily, Brenda, and Solenne, along with the 

MRC Coordinator. Volunteers observed the main kelp bed to be growing in further east 

than in previous years. The kelp growing along the shoreline remained the densest area, the 

edge offshore grew in more densely with more sparse kelp growing in between the two 

distinct areas. There was lots of patchy kelp observed growing west of the main bed, where 

we launch our kayaks on the beach. 

August 20 – 3rd survey of the season with 4 volunteers: Emily, Brenda, Solenne and Betsy, along 

with the MRC Coordinator. Kelp looked healthy. Patches of kelp present outside of the 

main bed, to the west and east. Observed small schools of fish, gulls feeding, 2 kelp crabs, 

and harbor seals. 
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Overall Assessment for 2021 Bull Kelp Monitoring 

 

Reporting: 

Betsy and the MRC Coordinator reported all kelp data collected through the KoBoToolbox 

online platform.     

 

General Observations: 

In previous years, the MRC kelp subcommittee had noted that the bed was moving farther 

offshore and formed a dumbbell or donut shape. Last year, bull kelp was growing all the way up 

to the edge of the subtidal zone in what we called a "fringing" bed and a deeper patch farther 

offshore, at the deep edge of where we had marked the bed boundary in previous years. Over the 

course of the summer these two distinct areas forged into one bed, with the space in between 

filling in significantly by September. This year found similar observations, with the densest part 

of the bed remaining near the shoreline and a distinct denser edge further offshore (though this 

started out patchier as of the first survey in June and became denser by July and August). The 

space between filled in a bit more each subsequent survey but never as dense as the “fringing 

bed” along the shoreline where the bed extends right up to the beach. One new observation this 

year is that the main bed seemed to occur further east than in the past. There were also extensive 

patchy occurrences of kelp both west, where we launch into the water from the beach, and east of 

the main bed. Overall, the blades looked healthy as always, and some marine life was observed 

across the three surveys, including small schools of fish, some shrimp, and several kelp crabs. 

 

Photos: June 22, 2021 First Survey – First two photos by Betsy Carlson, last photo by Monica 

Montgomery 
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July 23, 2021 Second Survey – Photos by Monica Montgomery 
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August 20, 2021 Third Survey – Photos by Monica Montgomery 
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Data Sheets:  
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